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We have proposed and experimentally verified a local method of microwave resonant spectroscopy of

semiconductors. The microwave circuit of the spectrometer based on the Cascade Microtech probe station is

equipped with a coaxial resonator of special geometry. As result, the measurement accuracy of the previously

developed volt-impedance spectroscopy method was greatly increased. A technique for spectrometer calibration

and resonant measurements of the complex impedance of the probe-sample system has been developed. We have

measured the impedance of test structures with Schottky contacts of 30−60 µm in diameter on a single-crystal

GaAs wafer at several discrete frequencies in the range of 50−250MHz. The nontrivial resistive properties of the

structures are studied, which consist of the excess resistance that is 1−2 orders higher than the spreading resistance

for the alternating current in the unperturbed region of the semiconductor. The discovered effect is presumably

associated with the a.c. charge modulation on deep levels of the semiconductor. A model calculation of the

impedance spectrum has been performed, which demonstrates a good agreement with the experimental spectra.
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Introduction

Electromagnet diagnostics — is an efficient tool for

study of electrophysical characteristics of semiconductor

materials and structures. However, obtainment of quan-

titative information on the scales below 100 µm still

remains a quite serious problem. Infrared or optical

diagnostics [1] is not enough informative with regard to

the conducting properties, since the plasma frequency for

semiconductors falls within the THz-range, which is poorly

covered by the measurement instrumentation until now.

Moreover, interpretation of the optical spectra of reflection

and transmission coefficients is complicated by interzone

absorption, availability of impurity lines and phonon mods.

Additional challenges for semiconductor structures occur

due to reflections on interfaces. Application of radio

waves [2] fails to provide the required resolution even

for millimeter waves due to fundamental limitation by the

Rayleigh criterion. A unique (virtually unlimited) possibility
of local measurements has appeared due to the development

for the last 30 years of the method of near field microwave

microscopy (NFMM). For such equipment the resolution is

not limited to the wavelength, but it is determined by the

probe aperture size. The devices of a low-frequency part of

the radio range ( f < 50MHz) have not enough impedance

sensitivity, because in the scales below 10−100 µm it is

needed to measure the capacitance C < 1 fF. Preferred

one is the microwave (MW) range, because the capacity

impedance of the probe Z = − j/(2π f C) is decreased as

far as the frequency is growing. The MW microscopes

sensitivity in terms of capacitance reach 1 aF [3]. It is

already in the beginning of the period of fast growth of

NFMM studies (the first half of 90-s) the resolution of the

devices had achieved ∼ 100 nm [4]. The first commercial

microscope with the resolution of 3−5µm is described

in [5]. The resolution power of modern commercial mi-

croscopes (Agilent/Keysight, PrimeNano) reach 30−50 nm

due to adaptation of the probes of atomic-force microscopy

to MW devices [6,7]. A breakthrough transition to the

atomic resolution (∼ 0.2−0.3 nm) was published in [8] after
implementation of the tunnel microscopy principle in the

NFMM. The potential of NFMM application for diagnostics

of semiconductor materials and structures for the benefit

of solid-state micro- and nano-electronics is undoubtful

today [9]. Relevant studies applied microscopes both of

nanometer [6,10–14], and micrometer resolution [15–18].
The situation with the studies on NFMM one may learn

from the review papers and monographs [3,9,19–21].

The problem of obtaining quantitative information on

electrophysical characteristics of the studied objects by

means of NFMM, including structured ones, cannot be

recognized today as totally resolved. In order to get

such information a theory is needed that relates measured

characteristics with the parameters of the studied object.

The problem refers to a complicated geometry (often is

not known clearly enough) of the microscope probes. Sim-

plification assumptions are used for developing analytical

models [22–28] that decrease the accuracy of description.

An additional complicating factor is that the parameters of

the models depend on the characteristics of the studied
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object, i.e. must be specified in a self-agreed manner

by the data of calibration measurements [15–18,29,30].
Nevertheless, today, by means of conventional NFMM it

is succeeded to describe accurately enough simple objects

with one parameter to be determined, e.g., to measure

specific electrical conductivity of a homogeneous in volume

material, or sheet resistance of a film structure [11–18].
For more complex structures containing several unknown

parameters, the object characteristics can be determined by

inverse problem solving, which, as a rule, is mathematically

incorrect and non-linear. To resolve the inverse problem

successfully the key requirement is a high accuracy of the

theoretical model. The studies [31,32] noted a beneficial

circumstance: in case of the probe (antenna) of regular

coaxial shape the analytical model proposed in [16] becomes

accurate enough for solving at least three-parameter inverse

problems. The characterization performed in the [31] for

the diode structure with the resolution of 10−60 µm — is

an example of solving of the problem in question. Note that

performance of relevant measurements requires application

of microscopes with special (non-conventional) designs.

A conventional MW microscope is a frequency-selective

device, since it is has resonator. Appearance for the last

10−15 years of commercial probing stations that operate in

the frequency range up to ∼ 100GHz (such as Cascade

Microtech) allows to produce a MW-spectrometer that

combines locality of NFMM with measurements in a wide

frequency interval within the same device. The method

of volt-impedance (Z−V) spectroscopy of semiconductors

proposed in [33] and proven experimentally in [32] enables
obtainment of a full set of electrophysical characteristics of

semi-conductor wit micron lateral resolution by solving the

three-parameter inverse problem: concentration, mobility,

type of free charge carriers, specific conductivity. As a

result it has become possible to carry into the MW-range

such informative methods of study of semiconductors as

volt-farad (C−V) diagnostics [34] and the admittance spec-

troscopy (AS) [35–37]. Both methods were applied earlier

at low (not more than 10MHz) frequencies, due to which

they did no provide for micron resolution. However, the

possibility of obtaining additional information on the con-

ductivity of structures with the Schottky barrier by means of

the Z−V-method was implemented incompletely according

to the publication [32]. The problem was insufficient

accuracy of measurements of real part of impedance of the

structures within the low-frequency ( f < 500MHz) region

of the spectrum. This work has proposed solution of that

problem and performed relevant study of semiconductor.

1. Impedance measurement accuracy

The Z−V-method developed in [32,33] is based on

the measurement by using the probing station Cascade

Microtech (CM) of the frequency spectrum of impedance of

the probe−sample system Z( f ,U) as a function of the DC

voltage U applied to the probe. Electrophysical parameters

of the sample are determined by solving of corresponding

inverse problem. At that, the impedance Z measurement

accuracy has a definitive value. First, let’s consider

conventional system of measurements implemented in [32],
when the spectrum Z( f ) is determined by the spectrum

of the complex coefficient of reflection S11( f ) = Ŵ( f )
(in the system of S-parameters) with direct connection of

CM-probe to one of the ports of vector network analyzer.

Here

Ŵ( f ) =
Z0 − Z( f )

Z0 + Z( f )
, (1)

where Z0 — wave impedance of the connecting cable. Let

the complex coefficient of reflection Ŵ0 to be measured

with an error Ŵ = Ŵ0 + δŴ(1 + i), i. e. we assume the

error δŴ of measurement of real and imaginary parts Ŵ0 to be

similar, whereas δŴ ≪ |Ŵ0|. As a result, the components of

impedance Z = R − iX are determined with an error δR,X .

In the low-frequency part of the spectrum Z( f ) there is the

ratio X ≫ R, Z0 [32] (see also fig. 5), i. e. |Ŵ0| ≈ 1. Then,

based on the formula (1) it is easy to obtain

δX

X
=

X
2Z0

δŴ, (2a)

δR

R
=

X
2Z0

(

X
R

)

δŴ. (2b)

We can see far higher error of determination of the resis-

tance δR/R ≫ δX/X . In the measurements [32] for the range
f = 10−100MHz we took X = 103−104 �, R = 5−50�

(the values R in the publication [32] were not determined

reliably, but obtained herein (see fig. 5, b)). Then,

at δŴ ≈ 10−3, Z0 = 50� we obtain δX/X ≈ 10−2−10−1,

δR/R ≈ 2−20, it is what causes the above problem of

determination of the resistance R.
Let’s now consider the measurement scheme proposed

herein. The vector network analyzer is connected to the

input of MW-resonator, as shown in fig. 1, b. CM-probe is

attached to the end of one of the resonator shoulders. In this

case the reflection coefficient spectrum is presented as [18]:

Ŵ( f ) =

1−β
Q0

− 2i
(

f
f 0
− 1

)

1+β

Q0
+ 2i

(

f
f 0
− 1

) , (3)

where f 0 — resonance frequency, Q0 — unloaded Q-

factor, β — is the connection parameter. For the res-

onator model as a segment of two-wire line shown in

fig. 2, a, the parameters f 0, Q0, β are obtained in [18],
if one takes the length lCM = 0 in order to simplify the

analysis. There are the following for the half-wave mod:

f 0 = c/
[

2l
(

1 + Z0/(πX)
)]

, Q0 = Z0/R6, β = ρ2/(Z0R6),
ρ = πZ0(l1 − l2)/(2l), R6 = πZ0δ + Z2

0R/X2, where c —
light speed, δ — parameter of own losses of the resonator

introduced into sect. 3, l = l1 + l2 — full length of the

resonator (l1 > l2). The lengths of shoulders of resonator

l1, l2 and CM-probelCM are shown in fig. 1, b. Then, when

considering the error of measurement of the coefficient Ŵ
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we obtain errors of measurement of the impedance compo-

nents:
δX

X
=

X
2Z0

[

(1 + β)2

βQ0

]

δŴ, (4a)

δR

R
=

X
2Z0

(

X
R

) [

(1 + β)2

βQ0

]

δŴ. (4b)

By comparing the expressions (2) and (4), we can

see that the use of resonator scheme of measure-

ments decreases the error of determination of impedance

(βQ0)/(1 + β)2 times, which in our case (0.5 < β < 2,

Q0 ≈ 100) provides the multiple of 10−20 benefit for the

accuracy.

2. Measurement system and studied
sample

The spectrometer (fig. 1, a) contained resonator, whose

two shoulders made of segments of semi-rigid coaxial cable

RG-402, were connected by means of triple coaxial adapter

SMA-KKK (socket–socket–socket) to the port 1 of the vec-

tor network analyzer (VNA) Anritsu MS46122B, as shown

in fig. 1, b. VNA calibration was performed by means of

SmartCal-of the module MN25208A of each of the working

ranges: 40−70; 70−100; 140−180; 230−280MHz. VNA

operation control and registration of reflection Ŵ( f ) was

performed by means of personal computer in the software

package ShockLineTM . The load of one of the spectrometer

shoulders was coaxial-coplanar probe (Z-probe coaxial)
Z067-V3N-GSG-150 of the station CM. Two resonators R1,

R2 were manufactured for the frequencies: (R1) f 0 ≈ 55

and 160MHz; (R2) f 0 ≈ 85 and 160MHz, corresponding

to λ/2, 3λ/2 mods of each. The lengths of shoulders l1,2
of resonators were estimated in advance. The estimate

methodology is described in the next section. The task of

calculation (in addition to obtainment of the frequency f 0

in required ranges) for the connection parameter β was not

to be beyond the range 0.5−2 both without contact of probe

to the sample (Air mod), and with the contact. In the latter

case it was supposed that impedance of the probe Z( f 0)
takes the values ( obtained in the publication [32]; expected
values ) were selected for R( f 0). Within the specified

range β there is a good matching of the resonator, when

|Ŵ( f 0)|2 < −10 dB, which provides sufficient accuracy of

determination of the impedance Z. In case of matching that

is close to ideal, there are β ≈ 1, |Ŵ( f 0)| < −40 dB. As a

result of calculation and a bit shortening of the free shoul-

der l1 during the adjustment measurements, it was obtained:

(R1) l1 = 110.8 cm, l2 = 87.7 cm; (R2) l1 = 66.5 cm,

l2 = 50.4 cm. In the sample measurements, the shoulder l1
was elongated by the value 1 and 21 (1 ≈ 1 cm) by

using the inserts in the form of SMA- of the plug−socket

connectors. It ensured three independent measurement Z
per λ/2 mod of each resonator with insignificant frequency

shift f 0 with matching that fell within the specified range

of values β . The required matching of resonators for

100 µm 0.5 mm

MWR

CMP S

S11( f )

PC OPS

VNA

12

l1 l2 lCM

a

b

dc

Figure 1. a — resonance CM-spectrometer; b — block diagram

of the spectrometer. MWR — MW resonator, CMP — CM-probe,

S — studied sample, VNA — vector network analyzer, PC —
personal computer, OPS — optical-mechanical positioning system;

c — CM-probe approached to the antenna S5; d — antenna

module in contact of CM-probe with antenna S5.

the parameter β on 3λ/2 mod was also achieved by the

insert 31 into the shoulder l1. The examples of obtained

resonance curves |Ŵ( f )| in contactless and contact modes

are given in fig. 3, b and 4.

Homogeneous monocrystalline plate GaAs with the

thickness of 0.43mm was studied, on whose surface a

system of concentric Schottky contacts (antenna system)
was formed in the form of modules covering the whole

surface 1.5× 1.5mm, consisting of nine antenna of various

diameters. The same sample was studied in the [32].
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For the microwave measurements we used two antennas S4

and S5 (located in one of the modules in the middle

of the sample) with the diameter a of central contact

equal to 27 and 57 µm, accordingly. The contact of the

CM-probe with each antenna (fig. 1, c, d) was done by

means of the optical positioning system. The shift voltage

between the contact pads of antennas U = 0. At that, near

to the metal−semiconductor boundary, there is formation

of depleted layer with the thickness of d = 77.5 nm with

undisturbed concentration of electrons n0 ≈ 2 · 1017 cm−3,

contact difference of potentials Uc = 0.75V [32]. The

measured impedance Z( f 0) is formed by interaction of the

antenna with the structure that includes depleted layer of

semiconductor and the underlaying region with undisturbed

concentration. As shown in [31], the concentric antenna of

the geometry in question is a monopole, i. e. its impedance

is determined only by the diameter a of the central contact

and is independent on the size of external metallized pad.

The scale a determines also resolution power of the method

in question. The sample probing was performed at lower

(10−2 mW) power of signal VNA, excluding non-linear

distortions of impedance Z.

3. Measurement procedure

The task was to determine the impedance Z( f 0)
by the measured resonance characteristics Ŵ( f ) of the

probe−sample system. For this purpose we per-

formed calculations by using the equivalent scheme of

the MW-circuit of the spectrometer shown in fig. 2, a.

a

b

l1 l2 lCM

... ...

... ...

k , ZCM CMk, Z0k, Z0 Z

Figure 2. a — equivalent diagram of resonator with the

CM-probe and load; b — CM-probe in the Air mode.

In this scheme the resonator and CM-probe (fig. 2, b)
are given as the segments of two-wire lines with

the wave impedances Z0, ZCM and wave vectors k ,
kCM, whereas Z0 = ZCM = 50�, k = k0

√
εL(1 + iδL),

kCM = k0
√
εCM(1 + iδCM), k0 = 2π f /c , εL, δL — are

permittivity and own losses of the coaxial cable, εCM,

δCM — similar parameters of the two-wire line simulating

the probe. The studied sample was considered as the load Z
at the end of the CM-line. The calculation of the resonance

characteristics was performed by using the formulas

Ŵ( f ) =
Z0 − Z( f )

Z0 + Z( f )
, (5)

Z( f ) =
Z1( f )Z2( f )

Z1( f ) + Z2( f )
, (6)

Z1( f ) = −iZ0 ctg
(

k( f )l1
)

, (7a)

Z2( f ) =
Z0[Zin

CM( f ) + iZ0 tg
(

k( f )l2
)

]

iZin
CM( f ) tg

(

k( f )l2
)

+ Z0

, (7b)

Zin
CM( f ) =

Z0[Z + iZ0 tg
(

kCM( f )lCM
)

]

iZ tg
(

kCM( f )lCM
)

+ Z0

, (7c)

where l1, l2 — the lengths of segments of lines forming

the resonator, and lCM — the length of the line simulating

the CM-probe (fig. 2, a, as well as fig. 1, b). Note, that

in formulas (7) the frequency dependence of impedances

is determined by the phasing constant on each segment of

the line, i. e. the value
√
εl, but not the parameters ε, l

individually. This is why for the coaxial cable we assumed

εL = 2 (fluoroplast), and the length of shoulders l1,2 were

determined by measurements. For the CM-probe, vice

versa, we used the geometrical length lCM = 4.5 cm, and

permittivity εCM was found in the experiment.

The impedance of the sample Z can be found only in

the case when the parameters of the equivalent scheme in

fig. 2, a are known, therefore, we performed measurement

with disconnected CM-probe. The parameters of coaxial

lines forming the resonator were found based on the

condition of the best correlation between the measured and

estimated resonance curves by minimization of discrepancy:

N(l1, l2, δL) =

f b
∫

f a

[|Ŵe( f )| − |Ŵt( f , l1, l2, δL)|]2d f , (8)

where Ŵe,t — experimental and theoretical resonance

curves. Calculation of the function Ŵt( f , εCM, δCM) by

using the formulas (5)−(7) is performed at lCM = 0 (probe
disconnected), Z = ∞ (open line). In this case the

formula (7b) is similar to (7a) with replacement of l1 → l2.
For finding the minimum of discrepancy (8) the software

package Mathcad was used:

Y =





Y1

Y2

Y3



 = Minimiz e(N, l1, l2, δL). (9)
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The integrating range of frequencies f a − f b in (8) was

determined as | f a,b/ f 0 − 1| = 1/Q0, where the resonance

frequency and Q-factor of the resonator f 0, Q0 were found

by minimization of discrepancy (8) N( f 0, Q0, β), in which

the function (3) was used as Ŵt( f , f 0, Q0, β). Note

that calculated lengths l1,2 appeared to be close to their

geometrical values. For the resonator without insert (1 = 0)
the lengths l1,2 are given above.

By measuring the resonance characteristics Ŵe( f ) with

the connected CM-probe without contact with the sample

(Air mode) we determined parameters εCM, δCM by the

minimum of discrepancy (8), as the functions N(εCM, δCM).
At that, the function Ŵt( f ) was calculated by the formu-

las (5)−(7), where Z = ∞, and the values determined

at the first stage were used as the parameters l1,2, δL.

Examples of the obtained values of the parameters of

spectrometer are given in Table at 1 = 0. As expected,

CM-probe has considerably higher own losses δCM versus

the losses δL in coaxial cable. Nevertheless, connection of

the probe decreases a bit (within 10%) the Q-factor of the

resonator Q0, because lCM ≪ l1,2.
Note an important circumstance, which must be taken

into account when searching for the parameters of the

model of spectrometer and impedance Z in (5)−(7) by

minimization of discrepancy (8). The function |Ŵt( f )| has
the same form with two different sets of parameters of

the formulas (5)−(7). It is easy to understand, if write

the spectrum |Ŵt( f )| by using the representation (3). We

obtain similar functions |Ŵt( f )| when replacing β → 1/β,

Q0 → βQ0. Unambiguous resolution (9) can be obtained,

by comparing the phases ϕe,t( f ) of functions Ŵe,t( f ).
Different set of the found model parameters (5)−(7) corre-

sponds to different sings of the derivative dϕt( f )/d f | f = f 0
near to the resonance frequency f 0, which can be clearly

seen from the formula (3). Therefore, if the functions

obtained in the software (9) and measured one ϕe,t( f ) have
different signs of derivative (i. e. incorrect solution is found),
then one must change in the software (9) the range for the

solution finding, after which we will obtain a correct set of

the parameters.

4. Research results

4.1. Measurement of impedance

The process of measurement of the impedance Z was

accompanied by calibration, because the obtained param-

eters of the spectrometer are slightly varying in different

measurement cycles depending on the quality of the

connections assembling, temperature and humidity in the

laboratory. For the purpose of accurate determination of

Z we performed calibration measurements in the beginning

and the end of each measurement cycle. Calibration can

be performed by using the reference load Z = ∞ of the

set of standards Z of the CM station (fig. 3, a). However,

the measurements of functions Ŵ( f ) in case of contact of

the probe to the reference load and in the Air mode have

Au d = 635 mm

= 10.2e

0.5 mm

a

b

85

|
|  

d
B

G
,

–40

–30

– 02

–10

0

90 245 250 255

f, MHz

R2 ( /2)l R2 + 3 ( /2)D 3l

...

...

Figure 3. a — reference load with impedance Z = ∞; d, ε —
thickness and permittivity of the substrate; b — calibration spectra.

The mods λ/2 and 3λ/2 of resonator R2 with the insert 1 = 0 and

31. Solid lines — measurements in the Air mode, dashed lines —
reference load measurements.

Parameters of the spectrometer

f 0, MHz 55 85 160 250

δL · 10
3 6.0 5.4 5.1 4.4

εCM 1.05 1.06 1.19 1.11

δCM · 103 8.6 7.3 9.6 10.2

shown identical spectra, as can be seen in fig. 3, b. This

is why a more simple measuring process was applied with

calibration in the Air mode. Calibration was performed

only with the connected CM-probe. At that the parameters

of probe εCM, δCM were considered as fixed (see table), and
characteristics of coaxial cables were clarified l1, l2, δL. The

measurements in fig. 3, b demonstrate also that in contact of

CM-probe with metallic surfaces of the reference load no

parasitic impedance occur. The same conclusion can be

extended to metallic surfaces of antennas, i. e. the found

impedance of the sample Z describes the Schottky contact

metal−semiconductor.

Determination of the impedance Z = R − iX was per-

formed by measurement of the spectrum Ŵe( f ) in the

Technical Physics, 2022, Vol. 67, No. 3
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51

|
|  

d
B

G
,

–40

–30

– 02

–10

0

50 54 80 88

f, MHz

R2 + 2 ( /2)D l

52 53 82 84 86

...

...

R1 + 2 ( /2)D l

S5

S4

Air

S5

S4
Air

Figure 4. Resonance spectra in the calibration mode (Air) and on

the antennas S4, S5. The λ/2 mod of resonators R1 (on the left),
R2 (on the right) with the insert 21. Solid lines — measurements,

dashed lines — calculation.

contact of CM-probe with antennas S4, S5 on the surface

of semiconductor plate (fig. 1, c, d). The components

of impedance R, X were calculated by minimization of

discrepancy (8), as the function N(R, X). When calculating

the spectra Ŵt( f , R, X) in the model (5)−(7) the values of

spectrometer parameters obtained during calibration were

used. In (7c) we taken the sample impedance as inde-

pendent on the frequency Z = Z( f 0), since resonators R1,

R2 had quite high Q-factor (Q0 ≈ 100), and all calculations

were performed within the narrow range near to resonance

frequency | f / f 0 − 1| ≤ 1/Q0 . Examples of the obtained

spectra are given in fig. 4. We can see very good accordance

of the calculations and measurements after putting the

found parameters of spectrometer and sample impedance

into theoretical model (5)−(7). It is seen also quite high

informativeness of the spectrum Ŵ( f ) for the Schottky

contact characteristics for both antennas.

The results of measurement of the reactance X and

resistance R are given in fig. 5. The dependencies X( f ),
R( f ) obtained by the methods of non-resonance (NS) [32]
and resonance (RS) spectroscopies are given. A small

difference between the resonance frequencies for λ/2-mod

of each resonator corresponding to three values 1, is not

shown in fig. 5 at all. In Fig. 5, a we can see very good

accordance of the spectra X( f ) measured by both methods,

which indicates reliability of the obtained data. Note also

insignificant spread in values X( f ) from the point to point

(over 103 of discrete frequencies in NS-measurements)
in the range f > 20−30MHz, which was forecasted in

the analysis made in section 1. Other situation is observed

for the spectra R( f ) (fig. 5, b). Low-frequency part NS-of

spectra ( f < 200−300MHz) is too noisy. Moreover, in

the region of low frequencies the value R at individual

frequencies takes negative values, because, due to the

noises of the NS-spectrometer, the measured coefficient

of reflection |Ŵ| = |Ŵ0| + δŴ may have the values |Ŵ| > 1,

because |Ŵ0| ≈ 1 at X ≫ Z0 = 50�. As a result NS-the

spectra R( f ) at low frequencies in linear scale seem to be

symmetrical relative to the level R = 0. Fig. 5, b shows

spectra R( f ) in logarithmical scale, where no values R < 0

are viewed.

Therefore, NS do not allow to reliably conclude on the

resistance of the probe R in the low-frequency part of the

spectrum, whereas the spread in values is increased abruptly

with the decrease of the antenna diameter. Otherwise, RS

provides far more stable values R. In Fig. 5, b it can be

seen clearly the excess of R (up to two orders) over the

high-frequency value r0 = 1−2�. The RS-measurements

demonstrate monotonous growth of the resistance with the

decrease of frequency, due to which R reach 10−100� at

low frequencies of the spectrometer. With the decrease

of the diameter a of contact, there is a more abrupt

growth of R. Note that the unreliable data obtained

in [32] on the excessive resistance R did not impede

solution of the problem of that study — determination of

main electrophysical characteristics of semiconductor. The

low-frequency part of spectrum R( f ) bears an important

additional information on the conducting properties of the

Schottky contact.
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Figure 5. Reactance (a) and resistance (b) of the sample obtained

on the antennas S4, S5. NS — non-resonance spectroscopy (solid
lines), RS — resonance spectroscopy (symbols), MS — model

spectra (dashed lines).
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4.2. Deep states

The found excessive resistance R > r0 in the range

10−250MHz is not explained by elementary theory of the

Schottky contact [38,39]. According to that theory, the

impedance of the contact Z is described by the equivalent

scheme shown in fig. 6, a, where

Rc =
rc

Sa
, Cd =

ε0ε
′Sa

d
, r0 ≈

1

2σ0a
. (10)

Here d(U = 0) = 77.5 nm — is the thickness of de-

pleted layer at zero bias voltage [32], Sa = πa2/4 —
area of the contact, ε0 — electrical constant of vacuum,

ε′ = 12.9 — permittivity of GaAs, σ0 — conductivity

of undisturbed region of semiconductor. We determined

the resistance rc = 5 · 104 � · cm2 by measurement at

d.c.. In the range f > 1MHz there are Rc ≫ 1/(ωCd)
(ω = 2π f ), as a result of which the equivalent serial

resistance 1/
(

Rc(ωCd)
2
)

≪ r0 = 1−2� at f > 10MHz,

σ0 ≈ 84 (� · cm)−1 [32]. This is why in the frequency range

in question we may ignore the impact of Rc to the contact

a

b

Rc

Cd

r0

Rc

Cd

r0

Zt

M
et

a
l

d

Xt

Ec

EF

ET

c

Figure 6. a — equivalent scheme of the Schottky contact; b —
equivalent scheme subject to deep states; c — levels of energy of

the Schottky contact with deep states. EF — Fermi level, Ec —
dopant level, ET — deep level.

impedance. By performing calculations under the equivalent

scheme given in Fig. 6, a, for the antennas S4, S5 we obtain

MS dependences X( f ), shown in fig. 5, a as dashed lines.

At the same time, the calculation gives constant resistance

R( f > 10MHz) ≈ r0, which is the resistance of alternating

current spreading in undisturbed region of semiconductor

under the depleted layer. To the contrary, the performed

measurements gave R ≫ r0 in the low-frequency part of

the spectrum.

Excessive resistance in the spectrum R( f ) can be ex-

plained by the presence of deep states (traps) in semi-

conductor, related with impurities or defects [40]. In the

Schottky barrier, the Fermi level EF crosses the deep

level ET at a distance x t from the metal−semiconductor

boundary, as shown in fig. 6, c. In approximation of total

depletion it is easy to obtain

x t

d
= 1−

√

EF − ET

Uc

. (11)

The a.c. voltage results in oscillations of the Fermi level

position, due to which the deep levels are overcharged.

Main contribution into overcharge is made by the traps

made of thin (∼ 10 nm) layer of semiconductor located

near to x t . As a consequence of overcharge of traps, the

equivalent scheme of the contact is transformed due to

additional complex impedance Zt [37] (fig. 6, b), determined

by serial connection of corresponding capacitance and

resistance. According to [37], there are

Zt =
1

1CSa

(−i
ω

+ τ

)

, (12)

1C =
ε0ε

′

d
nt

n0

1− x t
d

1 + x t
d

nt
n0

. (13)

Here, τ — is the time of the traps filling relaxation, nt —
is the traps concentration. The results of calculation of

the impedance spectrum Z( f ) by the equivalent scheme

in fig. 6, b are shown in fig. 5 as model spectra MS.

The calculations have taken the following values of the trap

parameters: τ = 10−8 s, nt/n0 = 5 · 10−2, x t/d = 0.5 at the

depth of their level EF − ET = 0.2 eV. As we can see, model

spectra R( f ) in fig. 5, b are in a good agreement with the

experimental data. Subject to (12), (13) in the diagram of

fig. 6, b we will obtain Cd ≤ Im[Z−1(ω)]/ω ≤ Cd + 1CSa .

In the case in question we have the ratio 1CSa ≪ Cd .

As a result, the capacitance component of the impedance Zt

virtually has no impact to the spectrum X( f ),due to which

the MS curves in fig. 5, a calculated by the equivalent

schemes in fig. 6, a, b, coincide.

Parameters of deep states are usually studied by the

AS method within the range of frequencies f < 10MHz

with the contact size a > 100 µm [37,41–44]. For this

special purpose the contact with Schottky barrier is created.

The study of traps with the characteristics obtain herein

by means of conventional AS at room temperature is

complicated, because in case of macroscopic contact their
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resistance is overlapped by the resistances of depleted

layer Rc and spreading r0. In fact, by using the equivalent

scheme in fig. 6, b, the contact impedance can be repre-

sented as

Z = − i
ωCd

+
Rt f (ω)

1 + ω2τ 2
d f 2(ω)

+ r0, (14)

where Rt = τ /(1CSa), f (ω) = (1 + ω2τ 2)/ω2τ 2. For-

mula (14) gives asymptotic of the resistance spec-

trum: low-frequency (ωτ ≪ 1) R = RS = Rt(τ /τd)
2 + r0

and high-frequency (ωτ ≫ 1) R = Rt/(ωτd)
2 + r0, where

τd = RtCd . For the values of parameters taken in the

calculations we have the resistance per the square unit

of the contact r t = RtSa = 2.8� · cm2 at τd = 4.2 · 10−7 s.

Then, for the contacts S4 and S5 we will obtain low-

frequency resistance of saturation RS = 281 and 63�

accordingly, i. e. RS ≫ r0 ≈ 2 and 1�. Saturation of the

function R( f ) is achieved at f ≈ 3−5MHz, therefore, in

fig. 5, b there is only a trend to saturation. With the

decrease of frequency in the range f < 1MHz, the function

starts rising monotonously R( f ) under impact of the

resistance Rc , which we ignored in the formula (14).
In the range f > 50MHz there is a high-frequency (de-
scending ∝ f −2) dependence of the excessive resistance,

so that at f > 250MHz we obtain R ≈ r0. Therefore,

the obtained effect is that in the range of frequencies

10MHz < f < 200MHz it is r0 < R < RS at RS ≫ r0.
The mentioned effect is clearly observed only with a

small enough diameter of the contact a < 100µm, since

RS ∼ a−2, whereas r0 ∼ a−1, i. e. ratio RS/r0 ∼ a−1. The

function Re
(

Z(ω)−1
)

/ω has the maximum, which, as easily

derived from the formula (14), is implemented at ωτ = 1

and related with the presence of excessive resistance of the

contact. Measurement of that maximum that disappears

with the increase of the diameter a , provides the easiest

method for determination of the time for overcharging the

traps τ [37]. In the model in question of the studied

sample the maximum is implemented at the frequency

of f = 16MHz. Subject to the mentioned challenges

in the study of traps at low-frequency measurements of

the admittance of macroscopic contacts, a passage by

temperature is performed in the conventional AS, starting

from the temperature of liquid helium In case of low

temperatures the time of the traps overcharge τ is increased,

which makes possible to measure the change of contact

capacitance related with the traps at low frequencies.

Therefore, the NS- RS-method developed by us, which is

in fact the MW-analog to conventional AS, provides for not

only locality of measurements, but also permits to determine

the parameters of the traps at room temperature.

Introduce efficient conductivity of the depleted layer

σt = d/r t . In the case in question we obtain

σt = 2.8 · 10−6(� · cm)−1. It is the conductivity σt that was

determined in the [32] from solution of the three-parameter

inverse problem by using the low-frequency spectrum R( f )
measured unreliably. Nevertheless, for the antennas S4, S5

in [32] we have obtained σt = (1.4, 3.2) · 10−6 (� · cm)−1

at U = 0 — the values that are in good agreement with the

results hereof. Note that in the trap model in question,

according to (12), there is a complex conductivity of

depleted layer σ̃t = iσtωτ /(1 + iωτ ), from -due to which

the inverse problem becomes four-parameter with the

parameter τ to be determined additionally.

Note also, that the excessive resistance found herein

R( f ) > r0 determines the Joule losses in the barrier contact

within some frequency interval (10−250MHz as in our

case). Such observation could be interesting for a series of

device applications of the Schottky high-frequency diodes

of micron and submicron diameters, in particular, for

mixers. E.g., for a = 0.5µm, by using equivalent scheme

in fig. 6, b, in the range f ≈ 1GHz it is not hard to

obtain R ≈ 600� > r0 ≈ 100�, i. e. the losses at the

difference frequency of mixer based on the studied material

are generally caused by the excessive resistance.

Conclusion

The study has evolved the method of the microwave

resonance spectroscopy of semiconductors that exceeds po-

tential capabilities of the non-resonance Z−V-spectroscopy

developed in [32,33]. The problem Z−V-spectroscopy

referring to the determination of local values of main elec-

trophysical characteristics of semiconductor is successfully

resolved by means of the NS-measurements within the

microwave range. Obtainment of additional information

on the resistive properties of the Schottky contact required

change of the measurement technique. It is the purpose the

RS-method is used for. The method allowed to study the

spectrum of resistance of the semiconductor structure with

the Schottky barrier with the lateral resolution of 30−60 µm.

The excessive resistance of the Schottky contact observed

within the range of 50−250MHz is highly likely related

with the presence of deep states in the studied material. In

order to confirm the proposed hypothesis it is expedient to

perform additional studies. The capabilities of the developed

RS- and NS-techniques based on the CM probing station

allow to perform the measurements for the lower diameter

contacts, up to a ∼ 3−5µm, within the frequency range up

to 20−30GHz and higher. It is expedient to increase the

number of the working frequencies RS in the informative

part of the spectrum R( f ). It is also interesting to perform

parallel measurements by using independent methods, e.g.,

the method of deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS).
Combination of NS- and RS-measurements provides

experimental material in the form of spectra R( f ), X( f ),
necessary for inverse problems solution to semiconductors

characterization. The studies [31,32] demonstrated the pos-

sibility of resolution of the three-parameter inverse problems

solving. Application of coaxial antennas provides for nec-

essary accuracy of the analytical model used for solving of

them. Further development Z−V-of spectroscopy is seemed

as application thereof to planar semiconductor structures.
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Note that even for material, which is homogeneous by

depth, the application of the Z−V-method is related with the

study of the structure in the form of depleted layer above the

undisturbed region of semiconductor. Thanks to creation of

such a structure, it is succeeded to separately determine the

concentration and mobility of the charge carriers. The third

parameter to be determined is conductivity of the depleted

level. For more complicated structures (e.g., film−substrate

system) Z−V-technique will require solving of the inverse

problem with a number of determined parameters that

exceed three. Because of mathematical incorrectness of

the problem the capabilities of such diagnostics need for

a separate study.

In this embodiment Z−V-spectroscopy is a non-

destructive, but contact method. The system of antennas

formed on the sample surface can be removed by sim-

ple process operations after completion of measurements.

Similar contactless measurements require development of

special micro antennas. It is fundamental to preserve regular

geometrical shape of the contactless antenna, in particular,

concentric shape applied by us. The specified requirement

is caused by the need for the solving of inverse problem, as

a component of the developed method. C−V-diagnostics of

semiconductors by using conventional NFMM of nanometer

resolution was done in the studies [6,11,12,14]. The

measurement performed therein did no allow to obtain a

set of electrophysical parameters of the studied samples

in the scope achieved in the [31,32]. One (but there are

more) of causes for the arising challenges seems to be

a complex geometry of existing nanometer probes, not

allowing to perform accurate enough simulation. The

applied technique of CM-measurements, very likely, will

allow to make the resolution power of the spectrometer up

to 3−5µm. The issue of the possibility to have a progress

into nanometer resolution still remains open. For separate

determination of the concentration and mobility of carriers

it is fundamentally important to develop the technique of

measurement not only for imaginary (capacitance C), but
also for real (resistance R) part of the impedance Z. The

latter is important also for the study of conductive properties

of the depleted layer performed herein.

One more time we note the significance of analytical

models describing electrodynamics of the probe−sample

system. In a series of publications the studies of potential

capabilities of NFMM (resolution power, sensitivity, etc.)
are performed based on computer simulation by using the

finite element methods [45–50]. Hand made or commer-

cial software programs are used for the electromagnetic

simulation. Sometimes, based on the corresponding cal-

culations quantitative characterization is performed for the

samples of a quite simple structure [3,48–50]. Conceptual

disadvantage of that approach is a long time for solving

of direct problem. Thus, in the publication [47] for

NFMM of a certain configuration and the sample with the

specified permittivity the time for calculation of resonance

characteristic was several hours. When proceeding with

the inverse problems (in particular, for complex structures)

the time of calculations is a key parameter. Algorithms of

such problems solving use iterative descent with step-by-

step solving of direct problem. Based on our experience,

several hundreds of iterations are required even for simple

objects (often thousands). As a result, the determination

of characteristics of the studied object becomes virtually

impossible in real time. The efforts taken to reduce

the time costs [51] have not yet resulted in significant

improvement of the situation. Moreover, modelling of the

NFMM probe shape is a separate problem even with the

presence of its microimages in several projections. As

a rule, determination of geometrical parameters of the

model requires additional calibration measurements, which

increases the time for calculations additionally. In our

opinion, today, only analytical models of the probes allow

to develop efficient algorithms of inverse problems solving

for near field microscopy.
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